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• Use	various	observations	and	
LAM/LES	for	development	and	
evaluation	of	parameterizations	
in	cloud	dynamics,	macrophysics,	
and	microphysics.

• Evaluation	of	parameterizations	
is	mainly	through	ACME	
regionally-refined	grid	centered	
over	the	ARM	SGP	site.

• Additional	global	observational	
data	will	be	used	to	evaluate	the	
performances	of	ACME	
simulations	with	a	uniform	grid	at	
selected	resolutions
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1. Development of 3-moment P3 bulk 
scheme 

Morrison	and	Milbrandt (2015)
Milbrandt and	Morrison	(2016)

P3	(Predicted	Particle	Properties)

• Two-moment	Gamma	distribution.	No	
predefined	ice	particle	category	so	no	
artificial	“conversions”.	

• For	a	single	ice-phase	category,	four	
prognostic	mixing	ratio	variables:	the	
total	ice	mass	qi,	ice	number	Ni,	the	
rime	mass	qrim,	and	the	bulk	rime	
volume	Brim.

• Based	on	the	four	prognostic	variables,	
ice	properties	are	predicted,	including	
the	rime	mass	fraction,	bulk	density,	
and	mean	particle	size.

Ø Couple	P3	with	ACME	
(conventional	GCM)

Ø Develop	3-moment	P3:	

o PNNL:	3-moment	warm	cloud

o Hugh/Jason:	3-moment ice	
cloud

Main	work
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3-moment rain development

Prognostic	variables	/	microphysical	sources	and	sinks
3-mom

QR
QNR

QSR / QZR

2-mom
QR

QNR

Finished
- Sedimentation
Other processes:
- Drop-drop collisions including 

breakup
- Condensation / evaporation
- Riming
- Freezing
- Melting
- Shedding
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2. Simplified SBM for MMF

Khain et	al.,	2004
SBM:	Spectral	–bin	Microphysics	

• Fast	version	of	SBM	(FSBM):	four	size	
distributions	with	each	of	33	bin	at	
least	(aerosol,	liquid	drops,	ice/snow,	
graupel or	hail)	

• The	advection	of	the	132	tracers	is	the	
major	cost	source	in	computation	time

Ø For	advection,	decompose	each	
size	spectrum	with	small	
number	of	coefficients	of	
orthogonal	polynomials

Ø Simplify	and	reduce	
computational	costs	for	the	
microphysical	calculations	
inside	SBM

Main	work

Notes on spectral methods for microphysics — March 11, 2016 Phil Rasch

Hi Alex, Kobby and Jiwen,

Here are a few notes that will allow us to discuss the formulation that I am suggesting
using a common language.

Lets begin by describing the evolution of a size distribution n(r, x, y, z, t) where n is the
number density, and r is the radius, and we will for the moment assume that the function
is controlled by advection by a velocity field V (x, y, z, t) and microphysical processes
M(x, y, z, t, S). S is a state vector that is comprised of n, T (x, y, z, t) the temperature, and
other fields like water vapor. x, y, z are spatial coordinates, and t is time. The evolution
equation can be written as

@n

@t

= �r · V n�M(n, S) (1)

I think with an SBM parameterization that one typically divides the size distribution n(r)
into R bins, and advects each bin separately, i.e.,

@nr

@t

= �r · V nr �Mr(n1, n2, ..., nR, S), r = 1, ...R (2)

Mr is the microphysical tendency for bin r produced by interactions with all the other bins.
I think in the case of your SBM codes you choose R ⇡ 33.

I suspect that you actually solve (2) using operator splitting, solving these equations
sequentially

@nr

@t

= �r · V nr, r = 1, ...R (3)

and
@nr

@t

= �Mr(n1, ..., nR, , S), r = 1, ...R (4)

You let WRF do the transport of nr using (3) and you wrote code to do the microphysics
(4) right?

Alternatively, Instead of solving (3) and (4), assume that we can decompose n into a series
of orthogonal polynomials,

n(r, x, y, z, t) =
IX

i

ci(t, x, y, z)Pi(r) (5)

where Z
PiPjw(r)dr = �i,j (6)

so
ci(x, y, z, t) =

Z
n(r, x, y, z, t)Pi(r)w(r)dr (7)
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Advection	in	bin	approach	
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One would typically choose the specific polynomial to optimize the representation for a
specific problem, and might transform variables (for example by choosing a log scaling for r
before the decomposition.

Inserting (5) into (3), multiplying by w(r)dr and integrating the result over r produces

@ci

@t

= �r · V ci, i = 1, ...I (8)

Instead of solving (3) and (4) in time, we use (8) and (4). We also need to perform the
forward and backward transformations between “c-space” and “bin-space”, using (5) and a
discetized version of (7). The di�culty is that using polynomials allows for overshoot and
undershoot. So you have to adjust the nr after you do the transform, in a way that
minimizes the change in the size distribution but is conservative.

Anyway, my speculation is that it might be possible to make I << R without a serious
degradation in accuracy. I dont know that it would work, but I have used these kind of
techniques successfully in the past.
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I	<<	R
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Assume

Advection	in	coefficient	approach	



Fitting PSD of SBM with the coefficients of 
orthogonal polynomials
Near	the	surface,	simple	mode,	PSD	is	
fitted	well	with	6 polynomial	coefficients

At	higher	altitudes,	liquid	particles	have	
two	modes,	PSD	is	not	fitted	well	with	8
coefficients		

All	particles	displayed		
in	log	mass	vs	bin	
coords

Alternate	fitting		

Fitted	with	16	coeff.	• For	one	mode	PSD,	6	coefficients	fits	
well

• For	two	modes,	probably	12	
coefficients	is	needed	for	reasonable	
fidelity.	Then,	the	speedup	is	only	
about	a	factor	of	3.

Z=2 Z=5
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3. Implement new ice nucleation 
parameterizations in both P3 and SBM

• Currently,	both	P3	and	SBM	uses	
temperature- and	supersaturation-
dependent	ice	nucleation	without	
connecting	with	aerosol	properties.

Ø Implement	the	recent	ice	
nucleation	parameterizations	
that	also	depend	on	aerosol	
properties.	

Ø Improve	the	treatments	of	
subgrid dynamics	and	
thermodynamics	driving	the	ice	
nucleation

Main	work



Discussion

Ø Seek for collaboration on parameterization evaluation:  
• Observational data and analysis for MCSs, particularly 

cloud microphysics data over SGP and Amazonia.

Our team members in observations: Laura Riihimaki, Xiquan Dong, Scott 
Giangrande, Nitin Bharadwaj, Zhe Feng, Joseph Hardin, Pavlos Kollias, 
Mariko Oue, Jingjing Tian, Die Wang.

We will develop many new datasets such as MCS structure, lifecycle, cloud 
phase, 3-D ice microphysical properties, especially multi-instrument 
retrievals: in-cloud vertical velocity, multi-radar composite 
precipitation(with disdrometers), joint estimation of hydrometeor 
classification 

• PECAN data and analysis related to MCS initiation and 
propagation


